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Kings Bromley is a village which lies within the triangle formed by the famous

brewing town of Burton on Trent, the ancient cathedral city of Lichfield and

the one time mining community of Rugeley. It sits solidly on the large flat

gravel rich plain, which is the typical terrain of this part of mid-Staffordshire.

The village is part of the Lichfield District Council area, in the new Lichfield

Parliamentary constituency.

The Parish of Kings Bromley is considerably larger than it appears when

driving through by car. Surrounding the A513 and A515 crossroads is a large

parish of almost 4,000 acres with 450 dwellings, housing its 1,200 residents.

In population size, the village has doubled since the beginning of the 20th

century. This started about 20 years ago, when small housing development

clusters started to appear.

The village consists of an interesting mixture of almshouses, thatched cottages,

smart modem homes, a garage, and a village post office/shop. The differing

ASHTAV is a network of societies, councils and local groups, working to protect and celebrate

the uniquely individual character of the small historic towns and villages of the United Kingdom.
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architectural styles blend harmoniously together in the carefully preserved conservation area, and the

surrounding parish of dwellings, fields and flood plains.

A settlement existed on the parish site before the 10th century. In those times, the whole area was mainly

covered with forest, and provided good hunting sport for the Kings of England. Over the years, the forest

gradually began to disappear. And in 1573, only two hundred acres of woodland was recorded. With all

life's basic requirements of water, land and forest conveniently to hand, together with trade in the ancient

city of Lichfield, the area had a quiet prosperity, which still exists today. During the summer, Earl Leofric

of Mercia and his wife, Lady Godiva, came to stay at their palace. The earl died in the village during 1057,

but his body was taken for burial to a Coventry monastery. King Harold inherited the parish when he

married Algitha, Earl Leofric's granddaughter, and the Crown controlled the parish until 1227, when it

came into private ownership.

The northern parish boundary is the River Trent. The southern boundary is by the railway line near

Elmhurst. To the west Tuppenhurst is included, and part of the eastern boundary ends at Fradley and

Orgreave. Near the southern boundary is Bromley Wharf and the historic 93 mile long Trent and Mersey

canal which winds its way from the River Trent, south of Nottingham to the Bridgewater Canal at Runcorn.

The canal is still busy, but not with commercial traffic. Instead, pleasure craft have replaced the freight

barges which once used this waterway.

But what of today's Kings Bromley? At the northern end of the village stands All Saints Church, which

possibly dates back to Saxon times. It is a beautiful building where parishioners of all ages attend the well-

supported Services of Worship. The tower boasts the best tuned six bells in Staffordshire.

Centrally situated is the picturesque village hall, with a children's play area at the rear. Although the village

hall is held in great affection by the parishioners, it has become too small in relation to the size of the

community. So the parish council has formed a committee to see if it should be extended or relocated.

The Richard Crosse School is a church aided primary school, with a strong PTA, providing many of the

essential extras which add to the children's quality of education. Also in the village there is an Under 5's

Group and a Mother and Toddler Group. On the eastern boundary is Eastlands Senior Faculty for autistic

students. Here there is a riding stables and many activities which help these young people to reach their full

potential.

The village has a thriving social life, including a bowling club, a gardening guild, a historians group, a

Wednesday club, a W.I., a Royal British Legion branch, a sailing club and a horticultural society, which

organises the famous Kings Bromley Horticultural and Equestrian Show held at the end of July each year.

The one contentious issue which mars this idyllic village lifestyle, is traffic. Heavy commercial vehicles

thunder through the village from 4 am until late afternoon. A bypass has been promised for around 30

years, and has always seemed to be five years from its starting date. Developers have offered to fund half

of the bypass in exchange for planning permission to build around 300 houses, but this is unacceptable to

the majority of parishioners. But who knows, the bypass may be started before the millennium is reached,

and this happy, classless community will be allowed to continue for another hundred years in much the

same way as it does today.

Patsie Jarman

Kings Bromley

Staffordshire
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From TRANSPORT2000, North Dorset,

March 1997

Portsmouth Group wins right to

a voluntary 20mph speed limit

concession from the Department ofTransport (DoT). The DoT has given its approval

foran 18 month trial ofa voluntary 20mph speed limit, in response to tong-tenn

pressure from the Southsea residents.

The initiative was the brainchild of

breakthrough can now be adopted anywhere

in England and Wales where cash-strapped

Under the 1992 Traffic Calming Act,

comi

The only question remaining is whether Hampshire Counry Council will coagh

up the money before April, when two-tier government is due to be abolished in

Pcjrtsrncwth,ffwbetetl« campaigners wiU^

Council when it takes up its new powers.

The Soaftsea residents are now in a win-win atttation. If tne voluntary

to see trafBc in their area not as an inevitable part of life, but as an unacceptable

future.'

The Chairman's Column

A Climatic Shift

Irrespective of one's political allegiances, it is

difficult to deny that there is a new political mood

about the country. In' business speak' May 1st

heralded the arrival of a 'can do' political

atmosphere. Issues that once took months of

indecisive debacle are now resolved - almost too

quickly - on a daily basis.

Some find this phenomenon refreshing, others

anxiety-raising. A certain consistency of political

aspiration at least does shine through. The

Government is more interested in the well being of

the majority - and their environment - than the few.

Metropolitan and suburban man definitely features

higher on the government's priority list than the

small historic townie or villager. Witness also the

Ministry of Heritage rapidly renamed Culture.

Those of us therefore concerned with the 'well

being' of what are frequently rural - small historic

towns and villages - need to recognise the changed

climate and develop some new arguments relevant

and persuasive in that climate. Those who were

concerned for the last government's new building

projections will be appalled by what I anticipate will

be this government's much higher housing 'targets'.

To argue purely for the conservation of the beautiful

without reference or resolution for 'masses rotting or

homeless in metroland' is not going to politically

wash. Single issue campaigns are out We all need to

adopt a more holistic approach and find motivation

for a socialist government to value the small and

historic whilst also accommodating the majority.

Edward Weston

Chairman, ASHTAV

The Director's Desk.
Due to intense pressure for space in this issue of ASHTAV News, the Director's Desk has

had to be cleared - with apologies from the Director.
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The Reality of Village Life in the 1990s

'It's a lovely house, isn't it dear?'

I nod and. focus my lens on the woman, standing in

the doorway of her crumbling timber-framed

cottage. She is wearing an old-fashioned floral

wrap-around apron, a reminder of times when

village women used to gather outside their cottages

to gossip. She would, too, if given an opportunity.

There's lots of them take photos of it, you know?'

she continues, 'If I won the Lottery I'd do it up. I've

made a start, as you can see.'

Yes, she has made a start There's a plastic window

in the gable end, its artificial sheen looking

uncomfortable against the roughness of the

sixteenth-century timbers. One end of the cottage is

shored up with a modem buttress. She turns and

looks at it, shaking her head. 'It's very old, you

know. But we can't keep it up. My daughter stores

horse feed there. It's not fit to live in. This part used

to be the village stores, but there's no call for that

now. All these newcomers shop in Sainsbury's and

there's no old folks left to speak of.'

Across the road are two other fugitives from a

bygone age, awash in a sea of harsh red brick boxes.

The one is polite, a classical portico setting off its

finely-proportioned facade. The other is a jumble of

vernacular, beside an empty farmyard and a few

neglected barns.

'Mr X's got planning permission to pull all those

farm buildings down, you know?' the woman

confides. They're going to build some more like

those.' She points at the uniform red boxes with

their concrete tiled roofs. Has no-one here heard of

Village Design Statements? -1 ask myself.

The woman continues. 'In the old days I knew

everyone in the village, but these new folks don't

spend much time here. They work in Birmingham

and Nottingham.'

She casts a regretful look at her own crumbling pile.

The kids collect on this corner and shoot pellets

through my windows. And when they've had enough

ofthat they pull the wattle and daub out of the wall.

I blame the phone box. I don't know why they had

to put it just there. It's asking for trouble.' The phone

box is the typical vandalised modern type that you

see on every run-down housing estate. BT appear to

have given up trying to mend it

'Now Mr X, the farmer across the road, is having a

lovely new bungalow built in a field outside the

village.'

Outside the settlement boundary? Never, I say to

myself as I set out furiously for the open

countryside to the north. And there it is, sticking out

like a sore thumb on high ground half a mile from

the road. A massive dairy unit with concrete and

corrugated metal barns, the house, all four bedrooms

and two bathrooms of it still under erection. I drive

home. One question on my mind. How on earth did

Mr X manage that?

The next day after a shuffle through some old

planning papers and a visit to the council, I know.

But first should I tell the planners about the plastic

window in what must surely be a listed building?

Or should I spare the old dear the unpleasantness of

enforcement I ask for the list, confident in the

knowledge that PPG1S tells us that all seventeenth

century buildings should be listed. When I fail to

find the cottage on the list I question the officer

responsible. She's not a conservation officer, they

don't have one in this authority.

'Oh,no,' she replies, 'It's not necessarily listed. Only

if it's of architectural merit.' I don't argue. She's the

expert, not me. But it comes as something of a

shock to learn that the only timber-framed cottage

left in the village is not considered worthy of listing.

That mystery solved, I move on to Mr X. A local

guide book says that, in 1979, the village was

already defaced by 'mundane spec, developments'.

By 1990 one of its farms had given up and Mr X

was complaining that the residents of the open plan

houses complained so much when his cattle
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trampled on their manicured lawns that he could no

longer drive them from the dairy to the fields on the

other side of the village. There were complaints

about the smell of silage and slurry, too. As the

planning report said, 'Whilst the presence of a

working farm in the village centre is very much a

traditional feature it undoubtedly gives rise to

environmental nuisances to residents and it is clear

that it is not ideally sited from a farming efficiency

point of view.' So he got permission to pull down his

farm, sell the land for redevelopment and build a

new farm outside the settlement.

Before enclosure, all farm buildings were situated in

village streets, the land scattered in strips through

the open fields of the township. It was only after

enclosure that isolated farms were built in the

middle of their holdings in the countryside. This

modest village has a long history, but today it is just

a sprawl of nondescript suburban housing with neat

open-plan gardens and no trace of its former

function as a thriving fanning community.

Just one corner of the village remains unspoiled

today and with fingers crossed I hurry to be sure it is

still the same. Yes. The wooden sash windows are

still intact and the roses still droop their heavy heads

around a plank door. A profusion of old-world

herbaceous plants rises above sill level and

laburnum hangs its pendulous blooms over the

hedge. I breathe a sigh of relief and pray for the

longevity of the old couple who live there, for as

sure as night follows day, the moment they are

carried out of their home and a new generation

moves in, the double glazing salesman will be-on

the doorstep.

I reflect on some sage words which I heard from a

conservationist recently. 'If the community doesn't

care about its built heritage there is nothing we can

do,' he said. 'It's all down to the politicians who,

after all, are elected by the community. If they don't

think PPG15 is worth bothering with, there's nowt

you or I can dot"

Judy Vero

Data Protection

ASHTAV has decided to register with the

Data Protection Registrar. We need to do

this because we keep details of our

Members and Friends which are processed

by computer.

Registration means that we will be

required to abide by a set of eight Data

Protection principles which will ensure that

the information we hold about you will be

obtained, held and processed lawfully, kept

up to date, secure, held no longer than

necessary, disclosed only to responsible

officers and accessible by you.

Any Group wishing to have more

information about Data Protection

Registration can obtain it by ringing the

Office of the Data Protection Registrar

(01625 545700 and asking for an

Introductory Leaflet and the Guidance Note

for Clubs, Societies andAssociations, or

through the Help Desk 01675 443548.

Public Liability

Members will remember our advice in the

June edition ofASHTAV News regarding

the importance of public liability insurance.

However, some members have reported

difficulty in obtaining details of the special

scheme negotiated by NCVO.

This cover can be arranged with AON Risk

Services Tel 01737 774177

Fax 01737 767504

New Members
We extend a warm welcome to the following

new Members and Friends of ASHTAV:

Chieveley Parish Council

Thorncombe Village Trust

Mr Colin Jubb
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Town Managers

A Personal View

The Chairman ofASHTAV and I attended a meeting

recently of a town forum steering group which he

also chairs.

We listened to a sincere and -well reasoned plea from

the President of our local Chamber of Commerce for

the appointment of a town manager as the most

credible response to our various concerns about the

town centre and its future vitality and viability.

It -was a good try and we were all most impressed

and almost convinced that this was the best route to

take. After all, there are currently two hundred such

animals in place and the species is now recognised,

formalised and protected by its own national

institute. We discussed at some length the functions,

routines and habitat of our projected specimen pet,

whether a he or a she, where the hutch would be

best located and how its playmates could share

access. In our minds we even set up some hoops and

hurdles for it to jump through and over in its

playpen. The rub came, however, when we

discussed who would feed, water and otherwise

look after our new little gofor. The Chamber of

Commerce was too busy, the District Council had

no budget and the larger national chain store groups

thought the pen was too small anyway. In the end

the decision was to make no decision, but to minute

the discussion for continuation on another occasion.

With the rest of those present we refilled our

briefcases, exchanged pleasantries and made for the

door. Isn't it strange how the most penetrating of

relevant thoughts only come to mind at the other

side of the door?

Hang on, What is this all about?

We only wanted the streets kept cleaner and the

litter baskets emptied more frequently, but there is

an Environment Department to do that. We talked

about more and bigger pictures in fewer but better

town brochures and to know more accurately where

to send them for greater effectiveness; surely

Development does that? There were several other

more or less similar items on the wish list.

The fashionable idea that somehow a fairy town

manager was going to wave a magic wand and

make it all happen strikes me as very fanciful

indeed. The wand is quite cheap but a waver

doesn't come for much less than £30K pa these

days.

When I thought a little more, I began asking the

staringly obvious questions such as what do we

elect our representatives to do? And what do our

local government officers do all day? Are they all

too busy? (Reading Rural Development

Commission briefs?) If so, isn't it about time they

organised themselves better? In short, is not our

system of local government in need of major

overhaul?

If the appointment of a town manager (funded by

whatever source) is the best answer, I and many

others would like to hear other questions asked

first.

Martin Read

URGENT!

Help Needed

ASHTAV seminars and conferences are proving

more popular than ever. However, good and

interesting events do not organise themselves.

We are looking for volunteers) to help with

arranging future events. If you have some time to

spare and are willing to do some telephone work,

letter writing and organisation, we would be

delighted to hear from you.

For more details phone either the Help Desk, 01675 443548

or the Director on 01373 471044.
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Durham Regional Seminar 6 July 1907

We had a most interesting weekend in Durham, hosted by Save Our City, and we thank Dr Grenville

Holland and Kirsty Thomasfor all the work they put into making our stay so pleasurable. The speakers at

the Seminar covered a wide range oftopics related to the built environment and we were treated to an

illuminatingphotographic tour ofDurham before embarking on the real tour where we werefortunate to

have the services ofthe Deputy County Archivist as Guide. Members who came to the Seminar will, / am

sure, agree that the Keynote speech given by Sir William Whitpeld was quite magical. Those ofyou who

didn't come will really wish you had been there! Because this was such a special occasion and the message

delivered was so close to the heart ofASHTAV's raison d'itre, we have decided to report the major part of

Sir William's address verbatim (more or less). The slides were also inspirational, but needed i be seen!

"MESHING THE NEWWITHTHE OLD IN ARCHITECTURE"

Sir William Whitfield CBE

I am an architect I belong to a profession which is accused of causing enormous damage to our cities and

towns, which I cannot deny. We are not solely responsible, but we have lent ourselves to that. There are a

number of reasons - there are pressures for change, we do things differently, the scale of our activities is

different, we move about much more than we did when people created, the towns we tend to love.

I have,been asked to talk to you about mashing the new with the old in terms of architecture. I am not going

to give youexamples of how it's done becauseihere is no single way, no perfect answer to how these things

are done. It comes back to the quality of thought that goes into whatever is done by whomsoever.

I would like.to draw your attention to the. way that people, should be. seeing,things. Seeing streets,, seeing

places. I would argue that unless an architect understands a place, knows its history, knows what makes it

what it is, then he is totally unable to design a building that fits in. We live in a period of architectural

confusion, the modem movement which curiously lasted almost the same length oftime as communism in

Russia, came into being in the same way - in order to come in, it discredited what existed so completely that

it got drawn into the vacuum it had created. The history of architecture, the teaching of it and any

knowledge of it was considered tainted. The Royal Institute of British Architects in its educational policy in

the mid thirties downgraded the history ofarchitecture so much that three generations of architectural

students have very little knowledge of the histoiy of their own profession or the histoiy of buildings. It is

not surprising that this happened because architects had tended to use history as a quarry, they would take

their sketch books over to Heidelburg.and.draw a few gables, come.back.and put them on the top of their

buildings. This is not the way to use history. Rather it should be used as case history. You have to know why

something was necessary, why in the time a building was built it was built in a particular way - then there is

an enormous amount to be learnt

We have gone through aperiod of modem architecture which to some extent is minimalist - the shaving

away of ornament What we were left with was to do with space, light and general form, but certainly not

very much detail. Borromini, who was a detested,architect even at the end of the nineteenth century (which

took some doing ina period of eclecticism when any historic building was though to be worth copying),

had noticed something that very few of us would have noticed. The halo which can be seen when a

photograph is taken into the sun or with too much light in the background The effect of strong light fading

away the sharp edges between an image and the sky which he described as "light that corrodes" and he used
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it to great effect in places like San Giovanni in Laterano. He used it as a ploy - modem architecture missed

it! That is an illustration of the difference between using history as a quarry and using history to understand

things that have been explored for fifteen hundred years in our continuum of architectural thought.

We have reached a period now where this revolution has come and gone, modernism has been discredited.

It is still alive and it is still producing wonderful buildings, but unfortunately, due to circumstanoes (the last

war, scarcity of materials, utility), the modern movement became quite corrupted. An example is that of a

most important building in London, Peter Jones facing into Sloane Square, which was the first building in

this country to use a form of design which had a curtain wall. The building was built as a frame. It was not

supported by its external walls,, they were hung onto the frame. That was an extraordinarily expensive thing

to do at the time - everything was 'one off. However, after the war architects desperately wanted to pursue

this idea of the curtain wall and so people like Crittalls, Hopes and Williams & Williams manufactured

such things so that you could buy your elevation 'off the peg'. The curtain wall with its blue glass and steel

frame (absolutely featureless) became the thing, but once it was mass-produced and no longer a 'one off it

became despicable. Our towns are full of such architecture.

There were other influences - our planning laws at the time (improved now but possibly not sufficiently

when you come to very large buildings) did restrict buildings according to plot size in a way which

encouraged architects to squeeze the maximum usable space from a site by designing buildings with paper

thin elevations. There have been many,many forces at work to degrade the quality of architecture. Then

there are the architects themselves who have been divorced from an understanding of the the true value of

history or a knowledge of it So many architects today find themselves moving into a conservation era, they

feel they want to do something that is in keeping so they either try to copy a past style or* feeling guilty

about doing that move into a kind of commentary on it - often known as post-modernism (the nastiest kind

of architecture you can imagine, it is based on ignorance). If you are not well versed in the history of

architecture you should not attempt to comment on it in terms ofnew design. If you are Mozart you can

afford to break the rules, if you are not you should abide by the few rules you know about! We have moved

into this terrible period of confusion where we have modernism, de-constructivism, historicism, post

modernism, any 'ism* that is around. It is affecting all our towns and so much of it is based on ignorance. It

is quite extraordinary that the architectural profession is beset by so many controls that mean you can be

sued for negligence, for this, that and the other, but the one thing you cannot be sued for is the inability to

design decently! Isn't that extraordinary, because that is what architecture is about!

The nub of the problem in relation to what we are concerned with today is not to do with trying a find a

kind of architecture, a recipe for doing the right thing in historic cities. The fundamental thing is that

whoever has the temerity to plant a new building in a historic setting that is somehow comfortable, easy and

pleasant has first of all to understand the place he is building in. The problem with most architects is that

they are preoccupied with some sort of philosophy or morality that there is architecture with a capital A,

which, wherever you put it, will be the thing. This gets in the way of doing the right thing.

I studied architecture here at Durham starting in 1936 (at the age of IS). I have passed through the whole of

this period. Because I was not intended to be an architect, for me architectural education was vocational,

which meant that I was interested in buildings, T was interested in history and, against all the rules in my

school of architecture, I was preoccupied with history. I didn't go into offices during the summer months, I

was not trapped in what you. should or shouldn't do. My grandmother, who held the purse-strings of the

family, gave me a very generous allowance to go here and there looking at buildings, so mercifully I

escaped this trap of having to do what you were supposed to do - this made me an architectural heretic,

which I have been all my life!
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This is, I think, what is at the root of the problem - the architect's morality that he shouldn't do something.

Some architects have broken through this, a limited number do it extremely well and they have turned to

historicism where you actually try to recreate the image of the past. There are excellent people around like

Quinlan Terry, Robert Adam, John Simpson and others working in this idiom. However, from time to time

they get caught out because, for example, in Georgian times there were no ten storey office blocks. You

have to find a way through this - my own way, for what it is worth, is ifever I am asked to do anything, I go

to the place, spend time there, try to find out what it is that pleases me about it - the place, not the buildings

-1 search out its history, why places, streets have become what they have become. It is enormously

interesting. A big thing that I am doing at the moment - Pater Noster - it is fascinating to go back and find

that you are building partly on the site of the Palace of the Bishops of London. You need to know all of this,

you have to steep yourself in the place, and then you begin to feel that you belong and you can tune your

architecture to serve the place.

Today I am talking not about the individual buildings but about the place because that is the key to the

whole thing. Obviously, if you have the ability to feel for a place, to search it out and you are going to put

something in, you must also have the ability to respond to what you find. It is surprising how many of us in

my profession can make the most wonderful analytical statements about places, but for some sad reason

when they come to put something in they go back to the old morality and feel they cannot break away from

that. I am really saying, show humility acceptthe fact that if you are building in a place where there are

other buildings you have to be prepared to be humble. You have to be prepared to know the place of your

building in the hierarchy of things. That takes some doing at times. I was amused some time ago to receive

a note form Prince Charles in which he said "do watch out for architects wanting to produce singular

masterpieces". He was dead right because that is what we always try to do. The younger the architect, the

more he puts into his building; early works of architects are absolutely crowded out with ideas, as if he is

never going to be asked to do another building and he wants to get it all in the first one. When you choose

architects, do becareful, don't necessarily go for the grandest-Go for the.architect who is prepared to

understand the place andmake his building almost non-existent in a setting. I would argue that a street

without a single fine building in it can be better than a street which has masterpieces from end to end,

because it is coherent.

It is worth looking at streets to see those things that might have,gone right and those that have, gone wrong

because, oddly-enough, it is mucheasier to learn from the failures than from the successes. There is always

a temptation to copy successes which is wrong. You must always go back to as study of the essential things.

There are certain things that are very important that are not to do with style. lam catholic in my outlook

about architecture. I enjoy contemporary buildings^high-tech buildings, historic buildings. I am prepared to

accept that architects working in historic style have a right to do that so long as what they do is sensitive,

appropriate, goodand if possible excellent of that kind. We don't all exist on one diet, we don't live in a

commune and. we should allow ourselves to understand that there are many different ways of seeing

buildings; the only thing,we. shouldask is that whatever is done in whatever style,, it fits in and is

appropriate. The key to this is scale and materials and integrity.

When I was asked to do the new Chapter House at St Albans Cathedral, which is physically attached to the

Church and is a very large building 100 ft long and 30 ft wide, people asked what style I was going to build

in. I didn't know. When I am designing a building I like to use the minimum number of materials and this in

the end. dictated, the solution. The unique thing about St. Albans Cathedral is that it is built of Roman tiles. It

is a brick building in the central area near where I was building. So rule number one, I will use brick, rule

number two I will use brick as a structural material, flowing.from that integrity you have arches because

you can't span something this wide in brick without using steel joists which I wasn't prepared to do. hi this

way the building designed itself»I wanted to use a limited number of materials, wood being the next one
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and glass in the windows.

The windows are leaded for two reasons, firstly Cathedrals never wash their windows and if you have a lot

of little panes of glass the light twinkles on them and you don't notice the windows are dirty, secondly it

reduces the scale - in a great arched opening next to a Cathedral a plate glass window would produce a shift

in scale whereas the small panes of glass twinkling become like a wall in the sun and behave totally

differently. That is the way that building came about. I didn't search for a style, I went back to what was the

right thing to do - it ought to be brick and it designed itself, I think. One never knows, because ifyour head

is full of half-a century's observation about buildings you really do not know why you do certain things.

Occasionally you remember, but your design processes filter through all these beds of information so that

you believe you haven't influenced things when of course you must have done.

One of our great problems today is that we have different kinds of buildings. Instead of having streets with

narrow frontages that follow old street lines we now have Supermarkets, huge buildings, we have shops

where nobody window shops because there is nothing in the window, the window is merely a glazed wall to

show you the extent of Boots or W.H.Smith or whatever is inside so that the scale of the street changes

because it is not held in by shop windows with displays. There are a whole lot of things like this that are

causing us problems which we haven't yet solved.

* * *

... Sir William then went on toshow us a wonderful array ofslides (Vezelay in France,Canterbury, St Paul's

from many aspects, Florence, Petra, Paris, Worcester, Truro, Vienna, Ludwigsburg in Bavaria and,many

more) to illustrate things that might have gone right and too many that had gone badly wrong! There were

important lessons to be learnt...

The essence ofthe processional way' to important buildings (cathedrals and churches) - the importance of

being tempted by glimpses and small surprises on the way and the absolutejoy ofthe surprise revelation at

the last moment.

The necessity of'engagement' ofbuildings with one another. The importance ofthe ordinary buildings

which link the important buildings to their setting. We saw some awful examples of 'disengagement'

especially around St Paul's.

The critical nature ofstreets and their history - particularly the integrity ofthe building line, but also the

importance ofmaintaining scale.

The importance ofdesigning new buildings so that they blend with what is there, even ifwhat is there is

fairly ordinary. The result ofextraordinary buildings in ordinary streets produced gasps!

The most important lesson ofall was that ofthe needfor humility and a willingness ofthe architect to steep

himselfin a place in order to 'do the right thing'.

We all await with bated breath the realisation of Sir William Whitfield's plansfor the Pater Noster

redevelopment close to St Paul's in London.

Gill Smith

There is a full transcript available of Sir William's commentary on his slides.

Ring the Help Desk for a copy, price £1.50 inc. p. & p.
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The Inspector says

The following references are drawn from reports in Planning

and the planning press. They are examples of recent appeal

dismissals with reasons. Members are advised to foUow up in

more detail those cases they think may be useful to them. We

can only give a brief overview here.

RESIDENTIAL

Epping Forest DC- 9.5.97 Proposals to build a detached

house and garage on back-land behind existing properties in

Buckhurst Hill have "been rejected. The inspector said that the

development would be cramped and out of character with the

area, and result in overlooking of adjacent properties.

East Hertfordshire DC - 28.5.97 An application for 44

sheltered apartments for the elderly in Bishop's Stortford has

been refused. The concerns were whether the development was

too large in scale for the site and whether there was adequate

amenity space for the residents. The three storey proposal was

found to be out of scale with existing 2 storey development

and the building was too large and bland.

West Oxfordshire DC - 9.6.97 Permission was refused for a

change of use from a public house to a dwelling at the

Chequers Inn, Churchill. The main issues were the impact of

the closure on community facilities and the character of the

village. The village has almost no public transport and the

inspector felt that it was important to retain the Inn as a social

centre for the village.

AGRICULTURAL

Carrick DC. - 3.6.97

An application for a twin unit mobile home to act as part office

and part home to support an agricultural trekking business. The

question at the centre of the decision was whether there was a

demonstrable need for living accommodation and that the

horse-dealing part of the business was not agricultural. The

inspector concluded that there was no need for a dwelling and

that the trekking business did not provide a vital service for the

community.

SCHOOLS

Brentwood BC -14.5.97 Permission for a sports facility has

been refused on the grounds of inappropriate use of Green Belt

land. The building would substantially increase the size of the

existing school complex. The existing site contributes to the

openness of the settlement in the countryside. The inspector

felt that the proposals were excessive for the size of the school

(63 pupils).

East Dorset DC -13.5.97 A 3 storey classroom block at

Castle Court Preparatory School has been rejected. The

decision related to the site's impact on the green belt. The

inspector said mat the development would be visually

intrusive, particularly from a bridleway to the south and be an

intrusion into the green belt as it would substantially increase

the building mass of the school complex.

Oxford City Council - 30.5.97 The appeal related to a

proposed new classroom. The issue was the effect of the

development on the character and appearance of the

conservation area and the setting of the listed building next

door. While the inspector agreed that there was a need for the

new classroom, he felt that the development was

uncharacteristic of the area and the proposal was dismissed on

the grounds that it was harmful to the conservation area.

COMMERCIAL

Exeter City Council - 27.5.97 The appeal concerned the

change of use from residential to office accommodation in die

town centre. The question posed was whether it was desirable

to retain housing in the town centre in an area dominated by

flats. The council is pursuing a policy ofencouraging people to

live in the town centre. The inspector's decision was based on

3 points. The proposed office accommodation required more

space than would be available by the conversion, the proposal

did nothing to protect the conservation area and the proposal

would set an unwanted precedent.

London Borough of Bromley -13.5.97 The SoS has

dismissed an appeal that sought outline planning permission

for a motorist's service station on the A20 Swanky by-pass at

Bournwood in Kent. The proposal, comprising motorist's and

HGV forecourts, shop, restaurant and parking area, was

recovered by the SoS for determination on the grounds that it

represented significant development in the green belt. In

addition to the impact of the proposal on the green belt, the

inquiry considered whether there was any need which

outweighed the harm, and whether alternative proposals in the

area would be preferable. The inspector had concluded that die

proposal would represent an unacceptable encroachment on

the green belt and mat although the design would restore some

of the rural character, due to mounding proposals its overall

impact on the local landscape would be harmful. A number of

proposals for similar developments are evident in the area but

that did not necessarily demonstrate need, the inspector had

concluded. The SoS agreed with the inspector's decision and

dismissed the appeal.

LEISURE

West Oxfordshire DC -19.5.97 An application for change

of use from a barn to equine training facilities at Churchill has

been dismissed. The issue was whether the conversion would

warrant the conversion for a sizeable dwelling. The inspector

felt it was not justified and questioned the viability of the

business based on a livery of only 6 stables.

Taunton Deane BC -15.5.97 The appeal was against the

decision to refuse a barn conversion to holiday accommodation

at Stoke St. Gregory. Deciding factors were the impact on the

character and appearance of the rural locality as it was on a

prominent roadside location. The inspector felt it would have a

residential appearance and was harmful to the area's character.
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Gloucestershire Planning

Dispute

Gloucestershire has joined the growing number of areas

disputing the scale of their housing requirements as set out in

current regional planning guidance. The allocations in

Gloucestershire are currently causing concern to ASHTAV

members in the Painswick area. Stroud DC is proposing to

allocate land for more than 1,000 dwellings in the Painswick

valley in the local plan sent out for consultation over this

summer. The allocation, which abuts the town centre to the

south of the town, is disputed in its status as well. Whether it

constitutes a new settlement will be under debate not only as a

result of the local plan, but also with the county structure plan

due to go on deposit shortly. The county document rules out

new settlements encroaching on the AONB and into green

belts. Councillors are not currently pursuing new settlement

options to meet the housing requirements for the county.

Unexpected support for local protesters has come from the

House Builders Federation. "The council should stop the

pretence that they need to develop the Painswick Valley and

start working with the building industry to find alternative sites

in more appropriate locations, of which there are plenty" the

HBF president was quoted as saying. This point of view was

described as "outrageous" by Stroud DCs director of

development and leisure. The Debate is by no means over yet

and the acrimony persists.

* * *

This situation is currently being examined by ASHTAV after a

request for support through the Help Desk. This is one of a

number of cases currently being examined as a result of major

allocations that are proposed in local plans which will have a

major adverse impact on historic small towns and villages. We

will of course update members on progress in this and other

similar cases. Ray Green, the ASHTAV vice chairman, will be

contacting members to research other examples of this kind.

Publications

Lighting in the Countryside: Towards Good Practice

This booklet provides advice to rural authorities on the effects

of lighting on people, wildlife and countryside character, as

well as showing how the planning system can best promote

good practice. The Stationary Office Price £25.00

Building The New Britain - Finding the Land for 4.4

Million New Households

ATCPA report which attempts to consider how the new

households will be provided rather than just where they will be

put. Available from the TCPA £5.00 (0171 930 3280)

A review ofthis publication will appear in the next edition of

ASHTAVNews.

More Planning News

Nolan seeks greater role for Call-ins. The third Nolan

Committee Report recommends that the SoS's powers should

be extended to include the authorities own applications, where

they have raised substantial objections, even if the applications

are in line with the development plan.

(Standards in Public Life - Standards of Conduct in Local

Government in England, Scotland and Wales. Available from

the Stationary Office £12.80.)'

Developer challenges green belt and AONB
Housing developer Millwood Designer Homes has written to

the Government asking it to re-examine policy guidelines on

the re-use of brownfield sites in the green belt and AONBs.

They feel that local authorities policies on green belts are

sufficiently flexible to allow for change of use while those

relating to AONBs are too rigid.

Setting for the Stones Secretary of State Chris Smith is to

intervene to make sure that Stonehenge is given a better setting

and facilities. He has asked the Defence Secretary to release

the land at Larkhill for the siting of a new cafe", toilets and

carpark. The 'modest' proposals which will involve turfing

over part of the A344 and in the long run partly tunnelling the

A303 were put to Mr Smith after the English Heritage scheme,

including an interpretation centre, failed to get the support of

the Millennium Commission. If the MoD agrees to relinquish

the land, Mr Smith is expected to approach the DoETR on the

road provisions. After a debate in the House of Lords, peers

encouraged the government to intervene to end the uncertainty

and replace the existing "squalid" facilities. Many of the Lords

stressed that Stonehenge "is our greatest national monument".

No tax on out-of town parking Deputy Prime Minister John

Prescott is understood to have rejected a House of Commons

committee's proposal to tax out-of-town car parking space.

This recommendation was included in the Commons

Environment Select Committee's follow-up report on shopping

centres. The committee argued that a tax would provide a more

equitable arrangement for local authorities which were often

forced to charge for in town parking. An alternative suggested

was that car parking areas should be liable to business rates.

Rural business class axed Planning minister Richard Caborn

has dropped the proposed Rural Business Use Class put

forward by John Gummer while he was Secretary of State for

the Environment. Mr Cabom said that he would be relying on

the advice in PPG7 to control development in the countryside.

This news has been widely welcomed by countryside groups.

Green Shoots for Hedgerows Environment Minister Mr

Michael Meacher is setting up an expert group to look at

securing greater protection for hedgerows. They will consider

a means of ascribing a value to the status of the hedgerow and

how the planning system can better evaluate proposals to

remove them. Participants in the group include the

Countryside Commission, the NFU and English Heritage.
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ASHTAV AGM

The Annual General Meeting ofASHTAV will be

held on the 18th October 1997 at the Hunsbury Hill

Centre, Northampton. In accordance with the

Association's constitution the meeting will receive

reports on the work of the Association and its

accounts for the year 1996-97. The meeting will

elect Officers and Committee members to act on

behalf of the Association for the year 1997-98.

Nominations are now requested from member

organisations for the posts of Chairman, Vice

Chairman, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer,

and Membership Secretary; and for a further 10

members or Friends of the Association to complete

the full management Committee of the Association.

In the current year there has been a modification of

the Committee structure to form an executive

management group, to take responsibility for the

day to day running of the Association and relieve

the full Committee of unnecessary work. The full

Committee now meets less frequently, 4 times a

year, and its role has been to look more closely at

the future of the Association and determine its

policy and direction.

Any member organisation may nominate one

Officer or Committee member, and the nomination

should be seconded by another member

organisation. Friends of the Association may

nominate a Friend for election, seconded by another

Friend. All nominees must have given their consent,

in writing, to their names being put forward.

In the year 1996-97,6 vacancies have remained on

the Committee, The effectiveness of the Association

will be much enhanced by the filling of all of the

positions on the Committee.

The Association always needs new experience and

ideas . So if you are interested in standing for the

Committee and would like further information

please call the ASHTAV Help Desk 01675 443548

and we will be pleased to discuss this with you. The

travelling costs and all out of pocket expenses of

Committee members are reclaimable.

Nominations for Officers and Committee members

should be sent to;

Mrs G. Smith, Hon. Secretary, ASHTAV,

Beech Cottage, Fentham Road,

Hampton-in-Arden, Solihull,

West Midlands B92 OBB

Nominations should be returned no later than 30th

September 1997

Agenda items for the AGM should also be

submitted to the Hon. Secretary at the above

address. No matter of business not included on the

Agenda may be transacted at the AGM. Items

currently on the Agenda include;

• The ASHTAV Policy Statement - draft copies

circulated in April ASHTAV News.

• Amendments to the Constitution - see notes

which will follow under separate cover.

ASHTAV OFFICERS
CHAIRMAN

VICE CHAIRMAN

HON. TREASURER

HON.SECRETARY

EVENTS ORGANISER

DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATOR

Edward Weston

Ray Green

John Alexander

Gill Smith

Anne Lock

Jo Rose

David Arnold

To contact any Executive Officer ring the HELP DESK

01675 443548

ADDRESS FOR NEWSLETTER

CORRESPONDENCE:

ASHTAV, Hill Cottage, 91 Locks Hill

FROME, Somerset BAH ING
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Correspondence

DearASHTAV

I was impressed with my first ASHTAV regional meeting at Goring and Streatley. It highlighted many important issues,

particularly the stimulating and alarming views from Andrew Whittaker from the House Builders Federation. He clearly indicated

the House Builders Federation influence in Whitehall; add to this the financial power and the created "housing demand' and it

seems an invincible cocktail.

This leads me to consider the position ofASHTAV in the fight, as I was a little surprised to be told by Ray Green (when the

Haddenham Protection Society joined) that the Association was not in a position to undertake lobbying on behalf of the small

villages and towns in Whitehall.

Perhaps ASHTAV's roll should be to become a powerful lobby in the fight against urbanisation of the countryside. Our own

position in Haddenham has been starkly illuminated by the recent press coverage of the Slad Valley proposals. If this housing

allocation goes through in an area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, what price the redundant grade 2 agricultural fields around so

many of our villages?

It seems that there is no one group that will lobby on our behalf. The Countryside Commission won't, the CPRE won't ,at least

not openly. English Heritage is unable to act except in a very limited way. We seem individually to be lone voices except for the

help of the planning lawyers and their £30,000 fees! Even they can not introduce at the public enquiry the possible tax changes

and financial incentives that could be used to alter the balance between rural development and urban regeneration.

We in the Vale have many alternatives such as the use of rural brown field sites, of which the Vale of Aylesbury has about five,

yet these are NOT being considered. It is the cheap alternative of the green field site each time.

A major (hopefully positive?) criticism of the discussion at Goring and Streatly was the absence of any representative from the

cities. Surely the cities should be our greatest allies in the protection of the rural areas, allowing for the regeneration of the cities

so that they can be civilised, allowing them to become places to live and work, thus reducing the tendency of the English to view

the countryside as the New Jerusalem.

Rex Carslake

Member of the Haddenham Protection Society

Wheathampstead and District Preservation Society

3 Saxon Road, Wheathampstead, Herts, AL4 8NY

DearASHTAV

As you know WDPS has been lobbying nationally for some time on the issue of superstore proliferation.

We were very alarmed to read recently that the new Labour Government is considering relaxing the planning rules on out-of-

town stores and shopping developments (our source The Mail on Sunday, July 20th 1997). We understand Richard Caborn, the

Environment Minister, is to publish a new draft policy within the next couple of weeks.

We wrote to MPs of all parties before the general election and received reassurances from Keith Vaz, the Labour Party

spokesperson at the time, that they would continue to follow John Glimmer's firm line against out-of-town development This

now appears to be no longer the case.

No doubt this alarms you as much as it alarms us and we trust that you will be taking action at the highest level to argue against

this policy change when the new draft is published, otherwise all the good work of the last few years will be undone. We are

writing also to the Rural Development Commission - Action for Market Towns.

Annie Hitch

Secretary WDPS
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Announcing at long last.

TheASHTAVPlanning School

Planning for Local

Identity and

Economic

Sustainability

5th - 7th December 1997, Bishop

Mascall Centre, Ludlow

A weekend of seminars and workshops to look at

the mechanisms for protecting the integrity and

economic viability of Historic Towns and Villages,

held in one of the most attractive small towns in the

west of the country.

The programme will begin on Friday evening with

dinner with an after dinner guest and conclude after

lunch on Sunday. Participants will be able to hear

presentations on topics as varied as;

European funding for local identity projects

Affordable housing in development proposals

Village Design

Planning for Rural Prosperity

'One Stop Shops'

and many, many more....

In addition time will be available for participants to

discuss their own problems and projects with

'experts' and have free time to enjoy the delights of

Ludlow and even go Christmas shopping!

There is easy rail and road access to the town as

well as the option of residential and non-residential

places. ASHTAV is seeking sponsorship for this

event and so places for attendance will be

subsidised. This weekend is a new venture for

ASHTAV and we want it be a great success and the

beginning of a new annual event, so we hope you

will support it with enthusiasm. If you are interested

in attending, please contact the Help Desk and

reserve a place(s) early. Please do not send any

money at this time. Residential numbers are limited

but there are many excellent B&B places in Ludlow

and we are always keen to support the local

economy. As a guide we anticipate the cost per

person will be as shown below.

How Much?

ASHTAV members

Full residential (Friday and Saturday

night, plus all catering and

refreshments

Non resident, but all meals

Non ASHTAV members

Full residential (Friday and Saturday

night, plus all catering and

refreshments

Non resident, but all meals and

refreshments

Non Local Council or

Amenity Society delegates

Full residential (Friday and Saturday

night, plus all catering and

refreshments

Non resident, but all meals and

refreshments

This event will not take place if there

sufficient interest

£45.00

£30.00

£55.00

£40.00

£75.00

£50.00

is not
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Association Diary '97

18 Oct WHEELS OF FORTUNE - A.G.M. in Northampton
This will be an opportunity for our members in the East Midlands to join us at the Hunsbury

Hill Centre when we will be considering the impact of traffic on historic buildings and

settlements, the physical damage of vibration and emissions and the visual intrusion of

parked vehicles on historic market places and squares. We will aUo look at the effect of

traffic corridors and by-passes on economic development within our small town centres.

5-7 Dec PLANNING SCHOOL - concentrating on planning, design and conservation issues.
This has been arranged as a residential weekend in Ludlow, Shropshire, to look in some

detail at the planning and development opportunities and threats to the protection of historic

places. We will be joined by a number of expert speakers and delegates will be able to

participate in case study and discussion workshops. For further details turn to page 15.

Association Diary V98

24 Jan WOOttOn BaSSett - Partnerships in Conservation. Our hosts will be Wootton Bassett
Town Council.

21 Mar The KnOWle, SldmOUth - Tourism —Trade or Trial? Our hosts will be the Sid
Vale Association (who celebrated their 150th anniversary this year).

Other Events of Interest to Members

3 Oct COTAC International Conference - a conference on Training in
Architectural Conservation (in conjunction with the Civic Trust and and the City of Bradford

Metropolitan District Council) is hosting a one day conference to investigate how local pride

in the quality of the built environment can create a demand for high standards. This is likely

to be of interest to civic and amenity societies, local authorities and professionals in the

construction development field. All enquiries should be addressed to COTAC, 429 Oxford

Street, London W1R 2HD (Tel. 0171 973 3615: Fax 0171 973 3656).

22 NOV NCCTS regional Conference - The National Council of Civic Trust Societies
will hold its next conference at Faversham, on the subject of Local Character. Although

NCCTS conferences are aimed primarily at members of civic societies, others are most

welcome and the events themselves benefit from an audience possessing a variety of

interests. For further information, contact NCCTS, 17 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y

5AW.

ASHTAV HELP DESK TEL. NO 01675 443548-


